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About This Content

Soundtrack

The complete music suite composed for Imperator: Rome. A fitting accompaniment as you plan future conquests. As the game's
score expands, so will this living soundtrack, with new music added in most major updates.

Note that this soundtrack is only separately available for play outside of the game in MP3, WAV and FLAC formats, so a
suitable audio player will be required.

Track list:

Red Sun

Northland

Family

Hero

Silk Road
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Sound the Cornu

The Siege

Actium

Caesarion

Civil War

Nightwatch

Karthago

Tyrrenum

Hegemony

Our State

Elegy

Cleopatra

Oceanus

Olivari

Domine

We the People
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 Home Premium 64 bit SP1

Processor: Intel® iCore™ i3-550 or AMD® Phenom II X6 1055T

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia® GeForce™ GTX 460 or AMD® Radeon™ HD 6970

English,French,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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damnation :D
. True to the rest of the series, but sad this one wasn't translated like the others. I really miss hearing the suave Dutch voice,
instead of this more wacky English one. Finished it in about two hours, which is shorter than I remember from the other two
games in the series, but still got my moneysworth.. Great game for the price! It's simple family fun. Just time your dropped
monster with the power gauge to make sure you make a big impact! One thing I really like about this game is the option for an
AI so you can play on your own if you can't find someone to play with you. I hate buying a game only to find out you have to
wait for someone to join your game. The graphics are super cute and it's fairly fast to learn. Even without instructions, I was
able to figure the game out after playing a few times. This game makes a nice break after doing some chores! Perfect for
friends or family! My honest opinion: Buy the game! It's only $4! Perfect for value! I didn't get a discount or money for this
review.

PROS;
Cute graphics
Fun for family and friends
Option for AI player or play with family\/friends
GOOD VALUE for money

CONS:
Needs explanation for CONTROLS and HOW TO PLAY
No Hard difficulty?

CONTROLS
S gives you the option of a special character (on bottom left-usually a whale or a yellow monster)
use your arrow keys on keyboard to move your monster (use the shadow to see where it will fall)
Press Space to drop your character
Pay attention to the power gauge on bottom right
Dropping your monster on barrel bombs helps knock other monsters out
Goal:Knock the other monsters out of the ring!
Make sure not to knock your own character out of the ring if you want points!

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
Developer needs to add controls and how to play.
I would like the option for less rounds (5 as a minimum instead of 10).
Add a hard difficulty (honestly just by adjusting the bounciness of the creatures to 10 would do the trick).
It is confusing who is who at the top of the page because the numbers change according to your points so one moment I was
player 1 then suddenly player 3 before I realized those were points not the player. I think there should be a player image up there
(you could have player 1 be a cat for example, player 2 whale, player 3 the yellow monster, player 4 a barrel bomb) or give
players the option to choose.

IDEAS
In the future, I would love to see more places added to play like a pirate ship or rainforest for example so maybe 5 options total.
And new challenges like bombs dropping and floors falling out. Or mini-games like playing tic tac toe by dropping monsters. or
paint a room by dropping monsters who splatter paint ect. It'd be cool if you could choose your character at the top of the screen
to make it easier to tell which player you are. And there could be a few more types of monsters or getting to choose what color
your monsters are. I think with just a few more features added (like 3 mini-games) this game price could easily go up in value
by a few dollars. I would say with a few improvements $7 would be good. You could have DLCs for things like 5 mini-games
for $5 or extra characters DLC for $4 if you want to keep the base game the same price but still want people willing to pay extra
for mini-games and extra features happy.

OVERALL: FOR SUCH A LOW PRICE, I WOULD BUY THIS GAME AGAIN!. Looks can deceive. At first this may look
like a children's game but it's difficulty isn't the best possible for a child. 1 hit to the wall and game over. Good game. (2019
post)
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Just played this on Windows 10. Ran great even on 2560x1440.

Just had to set two install files to run in Windows7 Compatibility mode. DMCR and DMLN (both located in Steam Common
File). Once set, Launch through steam, not through the application file.

You'll be getting slaugheterd by indians before you know it.

Enjoy!. In my opinion, Subsiege is an overall great game despite being in Early Access and I do not regret buying it. The game
promises to be intense and have a fierce competition and I can confirm that. Especially with the oxygen that is running out
constantly you are forced to fight against enemys, so it leads to a fast paced game.

Furthermore, I like the environment and the special effects that comes with every skill you activate. The game is really good
looking.

It is necessary that you pick a balanced tactic to keep an eye on your oxygen, resources and units. But for beginners it could be
difficult because there is no guide ingame that explains common tactics which a beginner can start using.
You have to learn through practice and sadly, there a hardly opportunities to find players.

Unfortunately there a no ingame events or a tournament, so it seems that not many players are online.
However it is still in Early Access and more will come hopefully!. This is a very short game with some rather good graphics.
Would love to see a more finished product in the future since this is a student project. Will be keeping an eye on the makers of
this game. Controls are simple and honestly, the quick tutorial at the beginning is not really needed. AI could use some work,
but honestly I enjoyed playing this game. Would recommend for a quick play through since it is free!. This is a funny and shiny
JRPG-like adventure, I say JRPG-like because JRPGs are suppose to be longer.
That said, this game(like many others pointed out) is like FFVII but with somewhat more pixels.
While I like the MC(Haru), I really think aside from hair color, Him and cloud from FFVII have nothing in common.
-Haru has no niche in combat, he is worse than his teammate in everyway, less damage, speed, health, and no magical damage.
-Haru has the dense male MC trope, and really doesn't really change all that much(unlike Cloud)
-You should only ever auto-attack with him or use items, his spells does less damage than his base attack

I spend 8 dollars on this 2 hour JRPG, 4 hours worth if you play Kuroko's PoV(Why would't you?).
It takes 6 hours if you want to 100% it(better players than me will likely take less time).

Overall, I like this game, and did not regret buying it, but I hope there will be more depth in the combat(more element orbs) in
the next episode.. WTF is this? Meh, pure garbage.
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i cant enjoy this game. I'm a huge fan of Portal, Talos Principle, and Turing Test but I just didn't like this at all. The narrator
drove me nuts and I simply didn't like the mechanics of the game. It does have some nice imagery though.. good game, but there
is a easy line between vets of the game and newbies. when i started a single player game i faced a very easy ai, thinking this
would be wonderful training BECOUSE IT HAS NO 'TOTORIAL'. within 2 mins, i knew i made a bad move, i swifly made
defences, but there was too many of them. i died shortly after my anti-armor defence was made and desroyed. i thought about
that battle, and asked to my self. what the fluff did i just witness. i then tried a shard ai, thinking that becouse they have no
dificuly rating they are the training dummy ai. i put one shard on my team and one on the enemy team. that was when i noticed
that, shard enimies dont die, they just get stronger, realy fast. the first shard was defeated, but my shard and i were overwelmed
when the enemy made a queen endgame unit. it swiftly desicrated my bastian that was set in the middle of the map, and i tried
to turtle, and play simcity with the economy, but the queen qestroyed everything.

the experiances that i had in the game, showed me that, there is a void, in the system in the game. the ai need wording, in the
terms of difficuties, and should create a totorial, showing how the game is played, not just letting to players try and figure things
out.

-wolf. This game is for people that hate their lives.. Single player mode is really good and funny, multiplayer is a gemstone.

Art is also really really good, totally worth it!. sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665through a crazy straw. 10\/10
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